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Financial aid
money loses
buying power

Non-resident
tuition could
be increased
by Russ Flung
Non-resident students could be required to pay an
additional $675 in tuition next year if a CSUC proposal is
approved in the 1981-82 fiscal budget.
Out-of-state or foreign students taking 15 units or
more could be required to pay $2,825 for tuition beginning
next year, compared to the present charge of $2,160.
The proposal would also increase the cost per
semester unit from $72 to $94.50.
Louis Messner, CSDC assistant vice chancellor for
budget and planning, said $495 of the increase would go to
help offset an expected $10 million cut in the CSUC budget.
The trustees estimate this hike could make UD for half
of the $10 cut that may be taken from the CSUC
portion of the state budget so the governor can send a
balanced budget to the state legislature.
The remaining $180 was proposed by the trustees to
offset ’’increased instructional costs," according to
James Jensen, CSUC director of governmental affairs.
Although the Assemby Ways and Means subcommittee has approved the $10 million cut, the Senate
Finance subcommittee has recommended the cut not be
made.
If, after a full conference between both houses, the
legislature decides not to adopt the cut, the $495 charge
would not be enacted next year.
Jensen predicted non-resident tuition increases could
continue in the future if the trustees maintain this policy
of making adjustments for higher costs as well as inflation.
The $180 proposal was made by the trustees before the
$10 million reduction, as included in the governor’s
budget, according to Messner.
The Senate Finance subcommittee opposes the idea of
the reduction because it said "schools should not be
hit" in this manner, according to a subcommittee aide.
However, the subcommittee is not against the $180
hike in next years’s non-resident fees.
He added that, according to the state education code,
the trustees have the authority to enact non-resident
tuition proposals without consulting the legislature.
Although the trustees "can do it on their own," they do
discuss non-resident tuition increases with the legislature,
he said.
The aide said the subcommittee estimated the savings
to the CSUC would be more than $6 million.
Messner predicts the cut would be implemented into
the final budget that is expected to be ready on July 1, but
"some questions" still remain which could change what is
finally approved.
He said these questions include what amount is set
aside in the budget, what the legislature decides to do, and
whether Edmund G. Brown Jr. finds other sources of
revenue.
In the meantime, Messner said, discussions will
see TUITION page 8

by Greg Robertson
San Jose Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes brought together a wide
variety of community leaders
yesterday morning to announce the
formation of a counter rally to
coincide with a gathering of the Ku
Klux Klan at St. James Park
Saturday.
Hayes called on the citizens of
San Jose to "come together for a
strong, common purpose. Our rally
will hopefully reaffirm human
dignity."
The City Council granted the
KKK a permit two weeks ago and
several attempts by organizations to
have that permit revoked have
failed.
The Ku Klux Klan is planning to
hold its rally at 10 a.m.
A group called ’’The Coalition
Against Racism" plans to hold a
rally on the opposite side of St.
James Park at the same time as the
KKK.
The counter rally put together
by the mayor and various community leaders will take place at the
Leininger Center Amphitheater in
Kelley Park from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
"The principles championed by
the Ku Klux Klan are abhorrent to
the responsible and decent people of
this community," Hayes told a
gathering of local media. "Yet we
legally must allow them the right to
peacefully assemble in our city."
At Tuesday’s City Council
meeting, last ditch efforts by the
Coalition Against Racism to have
the KKK permit revoked were not
successful.
City Attorney Robert Logan
warned the council against denying
the permit, saying denial could be a
violation of the First Amendment.
"As much as we deplore what
the KKK stands for, " Hayes said,
"they still have the constitutional
right to speak."
Fred Hirsch, a speaker for
Coalition Against Racism, called the
rally "something of a tragedy."
"Any organization that calls for
genocide would excite the majority
of the community."
Hayes emphasized the need for a
counter rally to avoid giving the
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An afternoon siesta
Warm spring sunshine and a bench in the S.U. amphitheatre lull marketing
major Kevin Ward into a few minutes sleep between classes.

KKK any attention and to "make a
statement to deplore what the KKK
stands for."
The mayor said she hoped
citizens would not attend the KKK
rally in protest, but instead would
join her counter rally.
"We don’t have to give them
credibility by attending their rally,"
she said. "Neither should we allow
then) to draw us there as media
props to bring attention to their
doctrine of hatred."
Hayes said the KKK would only
participate in "festering, infectious
displays of hatred."
The mayor was joined at the
press conference by several council
members, church leaders and ethnic
group representatives, all of whom
spoke out against the KKK and
stressed the need to attend the
counter rally.
Vice Mayor Iola Williams said
she "holds in contempt those who
violate human dignity."
She added this was a unique
opportunity for San Jose to
demonstrate to the rest of the nation
the city respects constitutional
rights, but that "we don’t necessarily endorse" the groups that wish to
speak.
Al Wilson, director of the AfroAmerican Community Services
Agency, said the counter rally will
give the community "an event we
can all back."
Rabbi David Robbins, a board
member of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews, said the
existence of the KKK shows bigotry
is not dead in the country.
"We can’t sit around and anticipate nothing is going to occur,"
Robbins said in support of the
counter rally.
"The counter rally can also
show concern for the children of
Atlanta," said Daniel Hoffman of
the Anti-Defamation League. He
also denounced the KKK, but
stressed his belief in the First
Amendment right of free speech.
"Our people have suffered more
than any other group from Klan
activities," said Inez Jackson of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. "But I
want to make sure the constitutional

rights of all people are observed."
Jim McAtee of the Santa Clara
County Human Relations Commission said the counter rally was a
chance to "celebrate the freedom
and diversity of our nation."
Other speakers who endorsed
the counter rally were Alice Thorn of
League of Women Voters, Vicar
General Norman Allen of the
Diocese of San Jose, David Cooley of
the Episcopal Church, Executive
Minister Dwight Kintner of the
Santa Clara County Council of

Churches, Clifford Harris of Concerned Citizens, Rosa Maria Hernandez of the Mexican-American
Community Services Agency and
Gordon McLean, executive director
of Youth for Christ.
Supervisor Zoe Lofgren expressed her personal support and
the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisor’s condemnation of the
KKK.
Also representing the city were
council members Blanca Alvarado,
Jim Beall, Jerry Estruth and

by David Saracco
Students who receive financial
aid checks will not get an increase to
make up for inflation next semester
due to a compromise reached between Congress and the Reagan
Administration.
In reaching the agreement,
Congress decided to use last year’s
schedules and indexes for
processing financial aid forms thus
making no addition of funds to allow
for cost of living increases.
Now that a decision has been
made, SJSU students will begin
receiving notification of their aid
beginning June 1, according to Don
Ryan, financial aid director at
SJSU.
Although no increases for inflation were incorporated into the
financial aid package, students will
not be required to contribute any
money to receive aid as proposed by
the Reagan Administration.
The House of Representatives,
the Senate and the Department of
Education meshed parts of the
Carter Administration proposal and
the Reagan team proposal to finally
approve the Family Contribution
Schedule, the cost of attendance
figures and the student contribution
index.
Financial aid departments at
colleges and universities determine
exactly how much money they will
need to complete a financial aid
package for students by using these
schedules.
Last January 19, the Carter
administration submitted a proposal
to Congress recommending its
approval of a 12 percent increase for
family contribution and the average
cost of attendance. The proposal
aim, called for no student contribution.
The family contribution
schedule is an estimated amount of
money parents are expected to
earmark to their children’s college
education if the student receives

Patricia Sausedo.
Besides the counter rally,
Kintner, of the Council of Churches,
is organizing a march to Kelley Park
the same morning. Kintner said the
march will begin at both Sacred
Heart School and Overfelt High
School at 9 a.m.
Hayes said she was not anticipating any violence at the KKK
rally.
"We’re taking the KKK’s word
that it will be a peaceful rally," she
said.
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The upper portion of Spartan Stadium’s west side was part of the $3 3 million first step in expansion
construction completed last December. Fund raising for phase two has stopped due to inflation.

financial aid.
The Reagan plan, submitted
shortly after the inauguration,
called for no increase in family
contribution or for the cost of attendance and asked for $750 in
student contribution.
In essence, the Reagan plan
wanted Congress to approve a
proposal that did not allow for increases in the cost of education.
Although the Senate wanted to
approve the Reagan package, the
Democrat -dominated House of
Representatives did not go along
with the proposal.
Applications submitted to
financial aid departments all over
the country have been held up
because the central processor in
Santa Monica could not begin
processing applications.
Because of the hold-up, the
processor has more than three
million eligibility reports in backlog.
Financial Aid Director Ryan
said the processor can produce
about 465,000 eligibility reports a
week and the backlog should be
completed in about four weeks.
He said SJSU students will begin
receiving the initial eligibility
reports in about one week.
Congress has yet to pass a
package that includes supplemental
appropriations for Basic Education
Opportunity Grants, but Ryan has
been assured the $641 million in
appropriations will be approved.
He said the delay has nothing to
do with the appropriations but with
the other technicalities in the total
package that must be approved at
the SATP time’
Therefore,
financial
aid
departments can estimate the basi,
grants and be able to notify students
of their aid.
A drive started by SJSU’s aid
department to get all students to
write their respective congressman
"was very, very successful," according to Ryan.
Ryan said Congress received an
unprecedented amount of mail from
students pushing for the passage of
supplemental appropriations and
schedules and indexes.
Ryan noted that SJSU President
Gail Fullerton sent letter to area
Congressmen Don Edwards ID-San
Jose), and Norman Mineta 1D-San
Jose), asking for their support on
promoting Congress’ approval.
Both congressmen phoned Ryan
and assured him their support.
Fullerton received a letter from
Edwards saying "student financial
aid programs are one of the best
investments our nation can make in
the future" and SJSU "can count on
my efforts to provide adequate and
timely funding to our student
population."

Phase two of the proposed threestep Spartan Stadium expansion
project is at a standstill because of
difficulties in raising funds.
With the completion of phase
one last December, fund raisers
were optimistic about reaching the
$1 million needed for phase two this
year.
Private businessmen aren’t
willing to make donations because of
inflation and also because they’re
having a hard time getting their own
houses in order.
The Spartan Stadium community campaign is made up of
representatives from the San Jose
Chamber of Commerce, the San
Jose Earthquakes, the Spartan
Foundation and private members of
the SJSU community.
Phase two will Increase total
seating capacity of Spartan Stadium
by 2,000, bringing it to 24,000. The
proposed project will add four more
sections to the west side grandstands.
The $3.3 million was raised for
phase one. This money paid for the
addition of seven sections to the west
side grandstands, remodeling rest
rooms, improving entrance accessibility and building new concession stands.
see STADIUM page 8
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Haig should resign his post,
unable to cope with crisis
Jeffrey R. Smith
Staff Writer

After a little more than two
months as secretary of state,
Alexander Haig has already considered resigning because of conflicts with the White House staff.
President Reagan should do
himself and the nation a favor and
beat Haig to the punch by firing him.
Haig felt slighted by the White House when Reagan
appointed Vice President George Bush as his director of
"crisis management." Haig perceived this as a threat to
his monopoly on foreign affairs decisions.
So he sulked and muttered in public that he would still
be the "general manager" of U.S. foreign policy and that
Reagan’s decision had not been discussed with him.
But with the assassination attempt last week, Haig
got a chance to vindicate himself and show his ability to
cope with a crisis.
Haig first told the press that he was in charge of the
situation, presumably until Bush returned to Washington
by plane.
But his actions belied his statement. He was anything
but in charge." His hands trembled noticeably and his
voice quavered as the suspense concerning the president’s
condition heightened.
In a situation in which Haig’s task was to reassuare a
shaken nation by acting cool and collected, the secretary
had all the calming affect of a double dose of No-Doz.
It was left to Reagan himself to reassure the nation.
By walking into the hospital even though he had lost
almost half of his blood supply and by cracking one-liners
with his doctors and his wife, the president masterfully
put everyone a little more at ease.
Meanwhile Haig seemed on the verge of mental
collapse in the situation room. If the fingers of the Secret
Service agents carrying submachine guns at the scene of
the assassination attempt had been as shaky as Haig’s,

many more people would have been shot.
Is this the man who was in charge, if only for an hour
or so, of all the U.S. military forces? If reports of a Soviet
attack had come, would this have been the man responsible for responding to the situation?
Apparently Haig was thinking along the same lines
when he announced that no alert measures were being
considered at the time.
This statement was not clarified sufficiently. Apparently Haig was trying to reassure the nation that
American military forces were not being alerted in
response to any situation overseas, possibly in Poland.
But why should Haig make this "reassurance" when
all the nation really cared about was Reagan’s condition?
In retrospect, it appears to have been an act fostered by
paranoia and an extreme lack of composure. The country
should be thankful that George Bush will handle its crises
in the future.
But the situation underlines deeper concerns about
Haig’s personality and ability to perform the job assigned
to him by Reagan.
Haig’s ambition is legendary. He has run for
president before and no one would be surprised ii he ran in
1984. He works long, fatigue-inducing hours, despite a
triple coronary bypass operation he underwent last year.
He emphasized to reporters the leftist threat in El
Salvador despite the administration’s wish to concentrate
on domestic economic problems, and has muscled in on
decisions better left to other branches of the government.
"He thinks he’s president," said one White House
aide.
The flap over the crisis management decision is the
first major sign of dissension in the new administration
and could well lead our allies to question the strength and
consensus behind our foreign policies.
For the good of his administration and the country,
Reagan should not wait for Haig to resign but should fire
him instead.
The United States needs a calm, level-headed adult in
charge of its foreign affairs, not a sniping, backstabbing,
poise-lacking malcontent like Alexander Haig.
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Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:

class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

Letters

Opinion

Letters should be submitted to the
Spartan Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or
by mail to the Opinion Page, c/o the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and

The intent of the Spartan
Daily Opinion Page is to present a
variety of viewpoints on issues affecting the university community.
Comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a

byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.
Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.

letters
Paranoid views
on Ample stint

Program board
hurt by AFI

Editor:
If anyone has embarrassed
women by not using their head it’s
staff writer Cyndee Fontana, not
Annie Ample. I have two big complaints, and they aren’t about Annie’s chest.

Editor:
I finally had the chance to speak
with Bruce Alderman about the
Automatic Funding Initiative ( AFI )
on Tuesday. I’ve always been
against the AFI simply because I
think a reapportionment of IRA
funds would be a more appropriate
way to subsidize the Daily, KSJS,
Theatre Arts, et al.

First, the article
"sexploitation" should not have been
printed and second, Ms. (I assume)
Fontana’s attitude toward women.
ThotiGNT TWE cRisis meirJAr,_,EhAEN,rr
SETuP woRKED MOST" SATISFACToRiLse LAST NAOWDAY!
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Hunger Awareness Day is
at least one step in battle
toward alleviating starvation
Nancy Gibson
staff Writer

Yesterday
was
Hunger
Awareness Day, a day of fasting
designed to give students a greater
understanding of world hunger.
Dormitory residents could sign
up to have the $2.52 allotted per
student per day donated to hungry
people, and fast for the day.
Appreciation and understanding of the suffering that
many peoples of the world endure is necessary. It is a first
step toward alleviating the problem of starvation and
sickness.
It is highly unlikely, however, that the people who
signed up for the fast will actually go all day without
eating. A good number of them will probably end up at
McDonald’s or Togo’s, and their appreciation of hunger
will not be much improved.

What guarantees do the people involved in the fast
have that their $2.52 is really going to make it to some
hungry person and give him somthing to eat?
I don’t mean to suggest that anyone is going to take
this money and use it for his own purposes, but it is a
problem that many people have come across when trying
to raise money for charity.
There is so much involved in trying to get the money
to the people who need it. It is more than simply collecting
the money and handing it out, and somehow much of what

Well-fed fat people are going to have
to do more than skip a few meals
and feel sorry for starving children

has been collected never makes it to the people for whom
it was intended.
There are millions of hungry and starving people in
Perhaps, though, some will go through with it and will
really try to understand how hard it must be for people the world and thousands in our own country. The well-fed
fat
people
of this country are going to have to do more
who are hungry everyday. But unless they use this increased awareness to try to help these people, their efforts than skip a few meals and feel sorry for the children who
starved to death that day
are useless.
We are going to have to work together and make much
to
fill
any
of
those empty
Sympathy isn’t going
stomachs. Only by a continuous concerted effort not only greater sacrifices than those involved in Hunger
to spread our wealth, but to donate our time as well, can Awareness Day.
Some will say that Hunger Awareness Day is, at least,
we even begin to help them.
a beginning. There are others who will say they have done
Hunger
Awareness
Day
is
a
with
problem
their
part. They have donated $2.52 and fasted for a day.
Another
problem common to many charity drives and While it is a step in the right direction, it’s only a small
part in the battle against world hunger.
organizations.

Her paranoid, insecure and
naive views reflect a much more
negative feeling toward womens’
success than Annie’s "stunt."
Calling Annie a boob is contradictory because she has used her
brain to get where she is. She has
kept abreast of society and has
gained success by making bosom
buddies with the right people, which
can’t be accomplished by an
airhead. The fact that the publisher
is a woman is proof of that. The
analogy of Mary Cunningham was
also contradictory. Chauvinistic
views have really hurt her. Isn’t she
managing al -I1 or something now?

But I was really frightened by
Mr.
Alderman,
leader
and
spokesman of the AFI movement.
He outlined for me his plans to do
away with the program board’s
budget and eliminate the secretary,
both rather essential to the board.
The scary part is that Mr.
Alderman has made all these plans
for cuts without once stepping into
the program board’s office. He has

never spoken to me, or anyone on the
board about the AFI, and he hasn’t
the faintest idea how these cuts will
affect the board.
As far as I know, he doesn’t even
know where we’re located. In fact,
no one even remotely connected to
the AFI has ever consulted me about
the effect AFI will have on the
program board, which will bear the
brunt of the funding cuts.
This will mean the certain
elimination of programs like the
Dance in Art series, Dick Gregory,
the Musicke Faire Chamber Orchestra, Stokely Carmichael, Long
Wharf Theatre Ballet West, U2, Bill
Monroe and the Bluegrass Boys, the
Annual Fountain Blues Festival and
all the assorted rock, new wave,
progressive and jazz shows the
board does for free.
Bill Rolland
Director
A.S. program board
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Editor:
I am disappointed in the low
student voter turnout for the runoff
election. Student apathy is not the
way to make positive changes at this
university.
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Students must get involved in
being elected, as the issues that are
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Sado-Masochism:

where pain is pleasure

A closet lifestyle
by Cyndee Fontana
It is a lifestyle that is
ignored or viewed with
disgust by the masses.
It is a lifestyle filled
with subtleties and social
rules, where someone can
tell more about a stranger
by the color and placement
of his handkerchief than by
several minutes of stilted
conversation.
The lifestyle is sadomasochism, one that is
more prevalent than most
people want to realize,
according to one of its most
outspoken practitioners.
At 33, M.P. Wald of San
Francisco is perhaps the
only member of the silent
group actively seeking
understanding for its
lifestyle. He brought that
message to an Advanced
Investigation class in a
three-hour
nearly
presentation Monday
night, March 30.
Wald also informed
students, most of them
Administration of Justice
majors, how to recognize if
sado-masochism ( S & M )
was a factor in a crime.
training,
Without
police can often overlook
the types of evidence that
would point to an S & M related crime. S & M can be
involved in a number of
crimes, including murder,
Wald said.
He said he has witnessed one castration as a
direct result of the use of
S & M equipment.
Sado-masochists have
banded together in an
international organization,
the Slaves, Masters and
Mistresses Council, in an
effort to unify the practitioners of S & M, Wald
said.
"People should realize
that S & M is a lifestyle as
well as a game," Wald
said.
Wald is a youthful,
slight man with dark hair
cropped to a point on his

He said he has also worked
for several law enforcement agencies, even
"most
police
though
departments don’t want to
recognize that they need
this kind of ’deviant."
Wald is an adviser to
the National Council on
Child Abuse. He said child
abuse is sometimes linked
to S& M.
"If the parent has
tendencies toward S & M
that they’re not willing to
relate to the spouse, often
times they’ll use it ( S & M )
on the child," Wald said.
Currently, Wald is
writing a book titled
"Understanding S & M,"
which focuses on understanding and safety in
an S & M relationship.
The slave and master
are the two principals in an
S & M relationship,
although the master may
have more than one slave,
Wald said.
Accompanying Wald
that night was his "number
two" slave, identified only
as "David."
David is a young man
with a pleasant face. His
crew-cut type hairstyle is
set apart by a blonde stripe
centered across his head.
He sat quietly during
Wald’s presentation, only
commenting when a
question was directed at
him.
A "number one" slave
is the master’s lifemate,
Wald explained. The
numoer two slave, like
David, is the master’s
partner and aide, but not
his lover, said Wald.
All slaves trained by a
master can stay with that
master until they find a
lifemate, although Wald
said "if they haven’t found
a lifemate in two years,
they haven’t been trying."
Wald said the master
"protects" his slaves,
although this protection is
rarely physical.

Standard gear are clamps,
whips, paddles and collars
forehead. His casual dress
would not have stood out in
a crowd, although he
walked in wearing a
distinctive black cap.
His
face
is
distinguished by a wellkept beard, a steady smile
and unwavering eyes. Wald
is matter-of-fact about both
his gay and S & M
lifestyles.
He can be called a
veteran of the S&M scene.
Wald estimated that he has
trained about 250 "slaves"
in the art of S & M since he
became a "master" in
1971.
As a master, Wald is
always the dominant
partner during sex. A slave
is the submissive partner
in a sexual act.
But Wald’s first brush
with the lifestyle came in
Los Angeles, when he was
18.
"I was particularly
interested in one gentleman and I found out he
was into heavy S & M,"
Wald explained. "I decided
I’d do anything I had to to
get him."
Wald spent three years
as a slave, before beginning training as a master.
Now, Wald works as a
consultant, lecturer and
one-man referral service
for the S & M community.
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"If he ( the slave)
knows he can’t take care of
something, . then he has
someone to fall back on,"
Wald said.
"It’s not so much the
idea of being with
somebody, it’s the idea of
having someone over me
saying I can do it," David
said.
"He )Wald)is training
me in self-discipline,"
David added.
A variety of equipment, ranging from
common household items
like
clothespins
and
telephone cord to more
exotic items like hoods and
leather suspension "toys,"
are used in S& M.
Monday night, Wald
showed slides of some of
the most common equipment used in S & M
relationships. Nervous
laughter and bad puns
greeted many of the slides.
He unloaded a doublesided suitcase, filled to
overflowing with examples
of S& M paraphernalia.
Wald concentrated on
explaining
how
the
equipment should be used,
and what marks the items
could leave on the body if it

a4
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Practicing sado-masochist, M.P. Wald holds a whip that can be used in an S & M "scene " Wald said
a good S & M practitioner will strike a partner only on the shoulders and buttocks with a whip that
won’t leave a mark.
was used incorrectly.
S & M equipment is
very expensive, with
bondage items running
from $50 to over $100, Wald
said.
"What you see in this
suitcase is $10,000 worth of
leather toys," he said,
pointing to the worn container.
Since the equipment is
so expensive, Wald said
that most practitioners
pattern their stock after
professionally designed
equipment.
Wald said there are
about 18 major leather and
S & M suppliers across the
nation, including mailorder houses.
"S & M is a phenomena
unto itself," Wald said.
"There are different kinds
of gear...this year it’s
officer
Army
mostly
uniforms."
Dress, from the type of
cap perched on the head to
the handkerchief worn at
the side, carries its own
special meaning.
Handkerchiefs, if worn
on the left side, suggest
that the person is sexually
dominant. Handkerchiefs
worn on the right side
mean that the person is
sexually submissive, Wald
said.
And each handkerchief
color represents a different
aspect of S & M. The colors
run the spectrum of the
rainbow, ranging from blue
( which means conventional
sex, light S & M); to orange
( which means anything
and everything); to black
(which means heavy
S&M).
Caps are equally indicative of a person’s
sexuality, Wald said, If a
cap is decorated with a
metal pin or a chain, the
person is usually dominant
in sexual encounters.

And if someone wears
a cap with a white bill, they
are probably sexually
submissive, according to
Wald.
"The dominant never
wears white," Wald said.
Collars are becoming a
staple with the punk rock
set as they are with the
S & M community, Wald
said.
A slave will go through
a series of collars, from a
training collar that buckles
to a chain collar with a
padlock and key.
"That I the padlock and
key ) is a mark of ownership," Wald said. "That
’Ir

it,

" r

(pointing to the chain
collar around David’s
neck) means that he is one
of my slaves."
The lock and key can

be compared to a wedding
band or an engagement
ring, Wald said.
Another piece of
standard equipment is

hand-cuffs, said Wald.
toward a public tolerance.
"The best and the most He underwent psychiatric
expensive are English treatment because of his
hand -cuffs" which have a gay lifestyle, not because
superior
locking of his S & M tendencies, he
said.
mechanism, said Wald.
"But I recommend
Also standard gear are
clamps, padded and un- psychiatric counseling
padded, which are at- before someone gets into
tached to a nipple. Wald S & M," he said.
Wald said that a person
said unpadded clamps are
considering the S & M
"very dangerous."
"Correctional equip- lifestyle should undergo
ment" includes whips and counseling to make sure
paddles. A professional that is the kind of lifestyle
sado-masochist will wield they want.
a whip so carefully that
"You need to know
marks are not left on the where you’re at before you
body, Wald said.
get in," he said.
Often, he said, a
Associate professor
master will register a Tom McNerney, who
pattern that will be placed brought Wald to his Adon his paddles and collars. ministration of Justice
Knowledge of those pat- class, said he invited him to
terns can aid police in "open the eyes of the
identifying a suspect in an students."
S & M -linked crime, Wald
"In San Francisco and
said.
other big cities like Los
Hoods are another Angeles, Oakland and
New
popular item, with current York there have
been
tastes leaning toward mysterious deaths"
which
World War II gas masks.
have been S & M-linked,
But Wald stressed that this McNerney said. "One
kind of head gear is also the problem
the police have
most dangerous, since it it
had is they have not had
often used with the drug
communication with the
amyl-nitrate.
gay and S&M comAmyl-nitrate, a liquid
munity."
which is sniffed, provides a
McNerney said there is
quick head-rush. The liquid
is housed where purifying a large S & M population,
chemicals formerly were both gay and straight.
"Think of how many
held in the mask.
A number of other ( gay) men were in the
items, which can bind or closet," he said. "There’s a
larger
gay
hang from the genitals or much
others that can be inserted population now than what
into the rectum, are we previously thought.
commonplace among the
"This sl. Juld give them
S & M community.
( students) a clearer unWald said he is not derstanding of what is
advocating S & M as a going on in the gay, S & M
lifestyle but only working community," he said.

ACCREDITED MEDICAL SCHOOL
NON-RESTRICTIVE ADMISSIONS

INVITATION
First St. Automotive

Many graduates already licensed in the United States School is
W H 0 listed Approved for Federal loans. Modern facilitles.
Reasonable tuition 3 yr /4 mo mechcal program H S. grads maY
apply for 2 semester premed program with med school admission
guaranteed The mature applicant is welcome Call 18091 688.4516
Or Write

Invites you to make
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Ask for Student Discounts
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three new guards who will shore up a problem spot for
SJSU.

SJSU basketball coach Bill Berry is happy with the four
players who announced their intention to play for the
Spartans next season In particular, he is pleased with the

Four all-star cagers signed
Three guards, forward added
by Tim Truax
The Spartan Basketball team has signed three allconference guards and an all-conference forward to its
squad in an attempt to replace the five seniors it lost.
Marty Abate, the first signee, is a 6-foot-3 guard
from Saratoga High School who was selected the Co-Most
Valuable Player in the De Anza Athletic League after
leading the Falcons to a 22-4 league championship, their
first in 22 years.
Abate led the DAM, in scoring his junior year, netting
22.5 points per game. He averaged 18.6 during his senior
campaign.
Abate hit more than 51 percent of his shots during his
four-year high school career, and compiled a 56 game
streak in which he scored in double figures.
SJSU has also signed Jonathan Brown from Barstow
Junior College. He was selected to the All-Desert Conference first team after averaging 10 points and five
assists per game and leading the Vikings to their second
straight State Small College championship.
Brown, a 6-foot-1 sophomore, helped the Vikings
compile a 30-3 mark for the 1980-81 season.
The third guard to join Michael Moore on the Spartan
roster next season will be Willie Preston, a 6-foot-2

freshman from Contra Costa Junior College.
Preston will have three years of eligibility left when
he becomes a Spartan. He was selected All-Camino Norte
League in his first year of play at Contra Costa.
Preston averaged 16 points and nine rebounds this
season.
The Spartans have also added Dwayne Warner, a 6foot-7 forward from San Jose City College. Warner was
selected All-Golden Gate Conference after averaging
eight points and nine rebounds this season.
The SJSU coaching staff had been looking primarily
for guards and big men in this year’s recruiting, seeking
to replace guards Michael Mendez, David Byrd and Ed
Saunders, who all graduated.
Warner will also help shore up the frontline, where Sid
Williams and Doug Murrey were lost.
"We will have tremendous flexibility at guard with
the addition of three new guards," head coach Bill Berry
said. "We should be in excellent shape."
As for the center problem that has plagued SJSU for
the past two years, Berry said, "We have solved some
major problems. We can’t replace the five seniors all at
once, but we have signed four outstanding people.

Venturi ’saves golfers’ lives’
with donation for tournament
What do you do when
you’ve been invited to the
Guadalajara Invitational
Golf Tournament, one of
prestigious
the most
collegiate tournaments,
but you don’t have $1,800 to
fly the team down there?

coach Jerry Vroom chose
to do the latter.
"I mentioned to Ken
Venturi at the Crosby
Tournament that we’d need
money for transportation
to the tournament," Vroom
said. "And the next thing

Venturi is presently a CBS
golf sportscaster.
"He saved our lives,"
Vroom said of Venturi’s
generous donation. "The
Mexicans paid for
everything else once we got
down there. But we had to

Venturi came through with
$1,800 to send the golfers
Well, you can solve you know, he came through
that problem one of four with a check for $3,000,"
Venturi, winner of the
ways; 1.) don’t go, 2.) have
the coach pay for it, 3.) 1964 U.S. Open and 14
Golfers
have the players pay for it, Professional
or 4.) hit ups rich alumnus Association tournaments,
played under Vroom at
for a donation.
Spartan men’s golf SJSU from 1949 to 1953,

)<3.. . .7.’,. . .,

JOHN DUMAS HAIR STYLING

923-1140 or 923-1144
A UNISEX SHOP
Hair Cutting
Permanent Relaxers
Wet Look
California Curl
Hot Work
Jheri Kurl
Specializing in Hair Brading And Hair Weaving
Complete Line Of Wigs; Sculptured Nails

"DRAGON LADY"
3145 Story Road and South White Road
Lobue’s Shopping Center

20%
OFF
ANY

HAIR CARE SERVICE
all you have to do is show us
your student I.D. card!

Fantastic savings for students and teachers at San Jose State! Just show your I.D. card and we’ll take 20%
off our already affordable prices. Our perms are regularly $35 to $55 I including haircut and style) and
precision haircuts are regularly $12 to $16 (including shampoo and style). We want you to discover the
quality, service, convenience and value at Fantastic Sam’s!

FANTASTIC SAM’S
2591-0 South Bascom
CAMPBELL. CA 95008
(408) 371-4892

FANTASTIC SAM’S
1022 E. El Camino Real
SUNNYVALE, CA 94087
(408) 748-0E180

OFaritastic Sanzs
the original Family Haircutters

YOU NEVER NEED AN APPOINTMENT
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

We’Ve

Oa St
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111,1 \Oil’

Back when you had to beat it
before you could eat i t

get down there."
Thanks to Venturi’s
donation, the Spartans
attended the Guadalajara
Invitational last month and
placed fifth amongst a field
of 15 of the nation’s best
college golf teams.

STUDY LAW
In San Francisco or San Jose
Evening Classes
Leading to L.L.B. JO.
State Bar Exam
Pre -Legal Studies
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY The Law School
281 Masonic Ave., 5.P., CA. 94118 (415) 221-1212
1050 Park Ave., 5J., CA. 95126
(408) 298-3311

Spring into
someone’s
heart with
an Easter
card!

c,

tem,/

/we/6_4yd

when only the finest will do."

Spartan Book/tom
San Jose State University

SERVICE IS OUR MAJOIV

A TURMAN-FOSTER Company Production
"CAVEMAN"
starring
RINGO STARR BARBARA BACH DENNIS QUAID SHELLEY LONG
JOHN MATUSZAK AVERY SCHREIBER pa JACK GILFORD
*men by RUDY De LUCA and CARL GOTTUEB Produced by LAWRENCE TURMAN and DAVID FOSTER
Directed by CARL GOTTJEB Music by LALO SCHIFRIN Panavision Technicolor
PIPAINTAL SUIONIC1 SUGGESTED MY
oeva olooss000ro MT PI woos,. oao C141101..:

or United Artists

Starts Friday April 17th at a Theatre Near You.
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KIRKLSH
WESTERN WEARtio
HATS AND BOOTS
LEVLS/WRANGLERS
736-6243

Dance Theatre ’81 presents visual music

198 S. MURPHY, SUNNYVAU.
(ACROSS FROM MACY’S I
MTWF 10-6

THURS 10-9

SAT 10-5:30

The show consisted of dances in jazz, modern and tap
by Ramone Espanol
Dilly
If you could see music
its many colors, perpetual
emotions and different
levels of energy, then you
would probably be watching a dance production.
Dance is the visual
equivalency of music; it
projects a subtle force that
manipulates audiences’
emotions. Dance Theatre
’81, held April 2, 3 and 4,
and presented by SJSU’s
Theatre Arts Department,
was a fine effort of visual
music.
The production consisted of various dances in
jazz, modern and tap.
Choreography and performances were shared by
students and teachers.
Semis! W the

STUDIO OF HAIR DESIGN
(MAMA HA/11 CliSiGNS
OPEN MON f RI
11W SAN FERNANDO ST
COR MEN Ls WOMEN
SERVING PARK CENTER RAU
SAN

279-2755

NE US

ASTOR’S
COIN -OP

AUTO WASH
wash
wax
vac

75t
Mkt
50t

OPEN 24
HOURS
732 S. First
near Virginia
804 Lincoln
corner of Lonus

1500 ON all SIRS/IC IS

NAlunt AND (RAN utalitl, Loa. SC*140

Dance
Review
The evening opened
with "Celestial Journey,"
choreographed by jazz
dance instructor Mary Pat
McCoy, which was followed
by "I Think I Must Have
Changed Several Times
Then,"
Since
choreographed by SJSU
student Kristen Roberts.
Both interpretations
were well crafted and gave
surrealistic flavor in a
jazz/modern dance form.
Similarity in costume
design, skin-tight attire,
enabled the audience to see
the performers’ muscle
control in executing
graceful, rhythmic body
movements.
The dance, like the
music, had a pleasant
clamness which tantalized
the senses. Like jazz riffs
and repeating chords, the
dancers displayed a
musical pattern in their
repertoire.
This musical pattern
was more apparent in
"Music for Eight/Dance
for
Twelve,"
choreographed by dance
instructor Nancy Fenster.
the
Throughout
jazz/modern dance interpretation, nine dancers
ran and rolled across the
stage like musical notes on
a page. The dancers
followed one another
repeating movements.
Annette MacDonald,
choreographer of the next
number, "Jazz Set for
Singers and Dancers in
Tap, Blues and Rock," fell
short of what could have
been the highlight of the
production.
In "Jane’s Dance,"
choreographed by SJSU
student Jane Martin, the
music and costumes
dominated the performance.
This combination
jazz/modern dance
number was refreshing but
did not offer any new
material.
In the top number of
the evening, "Sometimes
I’m Happy," the dancers
did not look happy but
distracted. This was apparent by the constant
looking down at the feet
and out-of-synch footwork.
In "Three Faces of

JOSE
4 blocks from SISU

SC U BAEUDENISJ
ITPAT: NT
SAVE 20%

ON ER(El 11

Great selection
Discount prices
Air fills L Service 0 Dive trips
COME IN
FOR
FREE
STUDENT
DISCOUNT
CARD

AND
COMPLETE
CATALOG

Balloon
Bouquets
Delivered by
Clown
or

Easter Bunny
For Every
Occasion!
997-1717

photos by Steve Math 1, k
Dancers perform in SJSU Theatre Arts Department’s More Spring Dance ’81. Above, left to right,
Mark Ammerman, Paul De Facio and Art Ward dance to in the Devil’s Testimony.
Blue," outstanding dancers
Shelly Edwards, Margarita
Allen and Susan Stephens
were robbed of glory by the
Jazz Choir singing an
untimely tune.
Time
"Full
Enrollment," (F.T.E. I,
combined shades of
"Fame," "Godspell," and
even a Dr. Pepper commercial,
while
"Reasonable Class Size,"
an upbeat tempo number
turned out to be a downbeat
energy for the dancers. In
all four numbers, the
stronger dancers were
hindered by the simplicity
-continued on page 7

SAN JOSE STATE U. PRESENTS

LESBIAN AND GAY
AWARENESS WEEK

* BLACKBERRI *
PLAYING IN
THE STUDENT UNION
UPPER PAD
12:00-130
THURSDAY 9
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

HNAL NIGHT
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DANCE To
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THETA CHI
Legend - ary Super Bash II
1981
with /

LEGEND
Thursday, April 9
at
123 S. 11th St.
9 p.m. -- la
A mission $2.00
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T
45teele:s. &Ida
235011 Cameo Real, SANTA CLARA, Co 95151
Phone (408) 984-5819
Closed Sun and Mon

FOR
GRADUATING NURSES:
A SPECIAL PLACE
OF SPECIAL CARING
Good Samaritan Hospital is our idea of what a hospital should be. There’s a special attitude of caring and closeness, forged by
the mutual respect and confidence our staff has for one another,
and the mutual goal of excellence that sets us apart.
As a newly graduated nurse, you’ll enjoy full support from
our nursing staff and administration, and our 3-month
internship program (preceptor assisted) which supplements
your clinical and leadership skills through guided levels of
practice. Emphasis is on practical application and the
development of management skills conducive to effective
patient care delivery.
At Good Samaritan, you’ll use your abilities to the limit,
and practice your healing craft the way you’ve always
imagined. But it’s the closeness and the caring that make such
a difference.
If that’s something that makes a difference to you, please
stop by to talk with us. You’ll have the opportunity to
Meet Our Nurse Recruiter
on Campus
Tuesday, April 21
-Nursing Career DayOr just give Janet Lopez, Nurse Recruiter, a call at (408)559-2466
for additional information. 2425 Samaritan Drive, San Jose, CA
95124. EDE/AA/MPH.

The
Good Samaritan Hospital
of Santa Clara Valley
We have a name to live up to.
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Fresh appearance to SJSU dance production
-continued from page 6
of the choreography and
the more visible weaker
dancers.
"The
Devil’s
Testimony," choreographed by SJSU student
Candace Ammerman and

"Day on Earth," by Doris
Humphrey, were both
reconstructed by Janet
Van Swoll, an SJSU dance
instructor. The dance
productions were well
orchestrated one-act plays
performed in modern
ballet dance form.

Dancer Mark Ammerman did an exceptional
job in both ballet numbers,
displaying a definite
strength. Ammerman, on
occasions,
both
represented a man’s
struggle for his identity.
The dancers of "The

For a dance production
that began in the fall, it
appeared as if the dancers
began rehearsing last
week. But despite the
techinical
problems
haunting the production all
evening, the show did have
its certain moments.

Devil’s Testimony," were
enhanced by simple and
effective makeup, costume
and lighting.
Other dance productions included: "Zero Two
Sixty in Four," "Downtown
and New York, New York,"
and "Soliloquy."

Photos by Steve, M.elet,

Chreyl Cesarin, Jane Martin, Jackie Douglass and Kathleen Stephens perform in Jane’s Dance

Susan Stephens gave a graceful performance in Three Faces of Blue. Both
numbers were part of More Spring Dance ’81.

classifieds
CRUISES.

CLUB

sailing
Sports

Needed:
Office

Instructors,

p.m.: Episcopal, first and third
Sundays at 6:30 p.m., at the

openings

gutde

SUMMER RAFTING Jobs! 51,21110
$3,600!

brochures at AS. Office or Info
desk, or call 3714611.
WANTED:

ards,
Series

yearbOoks and World
programs, autographs, statues,
Sports
memorabilia
QUICK
CASH

See Dr Lapin, Business
Tower 743, or call 837 0191

portrait

provided!

by

27$.9386.
LADIES, LET Me Entertain You!
Male stripper for your next
bridal shower or bachelorette

and

party. Call Rick at 241-0344 after
6 p.m.

guide to Lake Tahoe, CA), to
WH ITEWATE R 2333 Watt Ave.,

single. 202 S. 11th SI. Office, 122
N. eth. St. Call 998-0223.
OWN ROOM!! Live in babysitter for
working single mother. Room
and board plus bonus. Call
Renee West at 291 0186 alter 5

Fisheries,
Oil
Industry and
Morel
For
1911
employer
ALASCO,

PG.

Box

9337,

San

m

297-71$4, 12p.m. to 6 p.m.

Saratoga, CA 15070.

JOHN

embradery.

WALK TO class from your aptt Very
large, clean. quiet I berm, incl.

Crafts instructors wanted. No
investment, we train. Have fun

"GM Cable" across from DH.
4205. 41h. 0330 Fern. 215-0511.

TRI.CHEM

liquid

while you earn. Call Hotel at
944.4831 for free demonstration

Newly
TO
campus!
remodeled studios and 7 berm,
w/pool from 5255 including gas
and heat. 420 S. 3rd. 214.5412.

WALK

and information.

10th St. For informahon about
Young Adult 00000 call

The

at

at

217-3425

or

the

Church office at 3144564.

STAFF OPENINGS this summer at
Kamaroll,
camp
for
Camp
living Judaism. in S. Calif call

KIM’S HAIR Styline, Gail, Guys"
Special
S10.
Wednesday. 05. 4110 S. 10111, Cell
2154777.

Jack Stein, 335.7146.

ex per

LEAVING CALIFORNIA? Summer
and permanent lobs nationwide
posting
bulletin
verlisements SSO

needed

Cartune

Call

Club at 20 4284 betw 3 1pm.

ad.

board

to 5500/m0.
Free mate, fals, training 14131
134-0473

Quiet NonSrnoking
Male to share 2 Or. I ba apt.
wipool In LG. SISO my plus 1/7
uns. 58730 dep Greg alter 6

PAID VACATION: I am a disabled
grad. student seeking an aide
traveling comp. for a summer

A

SEEKING

Part lime
SALESMAN WANTED
lob. full lime pay Eves and
Sat Per feet for students No

3560601 or 371 5370
OFFILE OPEN 9AM to 5PM 5-da-;is
a week. No Children or Pets.
AEK All furnished 2 BOrm. 2
$35000
rent
5305 00
bath
I flOrm. 1 bath 530100.

deposit

520500 deposit
Have laundry

trip. lam 31. No experience nec.

Call

217 7590.

$500 mo. Call am’s 3564716.

Automotive

NEED EXTRA S. Need help with
yardwork and odd

STUDENTS LOVE To Lire Here. 2
mi. university. Great semi-veg
meals. $325. 2124146. Bus.

lobs. Call 22174112.
PLYMOUTH VALIANT 1074, 4 door.
tan. /ids acceoted until 240
p.m. 4/17/81 at Property Office,

to

low
for
care
22 hours per Week at
13.35 an hour. II in sssss test, call
help

corp. yard, SJSU.

2041116.

For Sale

Good
BR. apt
I
security All old pd 0315 Plus
dep. Near SJSU. non .smoker.

FURNISHED
Assistant

FEMALE

WANTED

PHOTOGRAPHER
MODELS.
interviewing models for local

FURNISHED OPTS 7 bd, 2 -baths
Deposit 0350. rent S39S. S1S Key
deposit One 54 I bath. alley
Rent MS. Deposit S310 and keY
deposit The 470 Acts 470 S 11th
St. 2177140.

1040 N. MIL Call 21111-6647. Oven

USED FURNITURE Dinettes from
5140.00
Sofa/chair sets from
5161.0
Bedroom
sets
from
5)050
SIM 50
Lamp, from
Mattress
and
springs
from
579.50.

CORT

Stevens Creek Blvd., I blk. east
of Lawrence Expwy . Call !Pee

and 7 p.m. Must be excellent
reader. Will train. M/hr. Call

CENTER.

RENT
A
Number.
message
service
number

as

your

-

Rossi

le5cm

OVERSEAS JOBS

Summer/year

Europe.
S. America.
Australia. Asia. All frehls. 5500
$1,200 meetly. Sightseeing. Free

ROLM. 0751 lekrn ST650 5125,
170Cm Sielem 550. 160cm Jr
Racer 550; Olot, MK V I 115cm

round.

550, Boots, Nordica Slalom 111/2
554 7 yrolia Jr Ondgs 545. 151-

info. Write IJC, Box 57.CA31,
Corona DM Mar, CA 42625.

7964 eves
54

PER

Hr.
Part time female
preferred. Misc. Me duties near

campus. Part of compensation
is "FREE" room in privafe
residence. Patty 295 7431
PART or Pull Time ler
Opening
Connie Shoe Store
Mall
Call
soon, Estridge

SALES
HOURLY wage.
COMPANIONS:
Work with retarded persons In
homes
their
No
evenings. Or weekends.
experience needed. We
Call 061.2150 Or SWUM

$707195 alter

0 .m. or

(4IS) 5055100days

party

021 month. 295-1444.

last weekend. The

or

TYPING SY a professional. 20 years
experience. Neat, accurate. All
formats.
Theses,
resumes,
reports,

Travel

Deadlines
teed. So. San
Jose. Call Kathie at 578-1216.

Firm...,

Europe, As., Mexico, Hawaii,
AtriCa,
USA,
I SSSSSSS ional
Identity card, Ewan, Beltran,

Koop

hostel

LOOKING FOR A
Ridding photographer?

card,

camping

tours.

overseas ieb placement, student
snip. well map selection, books,

Images by
John Paulson Photography

backpacks

are expressions of love Solt.
elegant and universally
on
derstood. For the finest award winning photography, call John

and

voltage

. Trip and S

and

Resumes.

theses,

letters

also

done.

Hamilton. Foreign Language. at
777 3570.
WHITEWATER

RAFT
trips
Discount prices in Aprill IS
percent off For Ire* brochure
call 611 1551 or write. Rollinson
River Rafting. 337 Palmer Ave.,

Sent Miami,
Best Typist

WEEKEND TYPING w/c weekday.
ISM Electric. St per page.
editing, phone 274.1457.

60 N. Ird, No 823
2874355 after 2

THESES,

reports,

etc. IBM Selectric SI per toll
double spaced, typed page Live
near Cambrian/Los Gatos area.
Conscientious. Call Pal at 356

EASYTYPE TYPING Service. Fast,
Word
accurate, professional.
corn
processing available.
plete typing service. Call 241.0412.

area. Call Tony 029610117.

LOS ALTOS/Polo Alto. Selectric II
typing in my office SI.75 Per

TRAVEL. STUDY. Humanities arts
tour, Athens, Rome. Austria,
Paris. London. 6/27.7/22, 14

double spaced page
20 years
epefience for SJSU students.
Call Irene at 9411 t015

units

cred/evd. Contact Dr.
Flick, Theatre Arts 277-2763.

incl. tech 293.3015.
and
FAST, A
Professional. Theses, **SUM*,
Reports. Deadlines guaranteed.

TYPING:

Reasonable rates. IBM Sielectrie
Ill. Call Jan, 7231556. in San
Jose,
THE SECRETARY in Sunnyvale
has OX Electronic Typewriter.
Also, dictaphone to transcribe
tapes. Editing capability. Phone
737-1304 for gyrate.

ISM SC II, Cynthig/S.C.,
2474433; Mory/M.V.,t654261.

etc.,

typing

Duality

TYPING:

at

reasonable rates. IBM S electric
II self-correcting. Pick-up and
delivery on campus. 10 years
exp. Call Doane at 264-8041.
near
IBM

TYPING

CUPERTINO

College.

DeAnza

Seler./many type styles SI/dIsl
sped pg. Like any job, geed
cost.

Charlene

217.

TYPING

IN

my

home.

IBM

Electronic 60 typewriter. North
Valley Area. $1.50 dbl. spaced
Page. Cash. Call Elsie, 259-41113.

IBM
TYPING services.
PROF.
Selectric correctable 110 wpm.
10 years pope, Fence All TH..9
accepted. Call Jane at 751 5el7

TYPING

$1.00/0b1. spaced page.

Cfilick turnaround, can lock op
and deliver. Call 984-70116.
PROFESSIONAL

TYPING in my
home Quick turn around. Tern,
Papers

ThP5P,

Reports.

etc.

2270226.

any time. 51 SO per page

=.1,

2085.

Tops.
THAT’S
TYPING
E xperienced typist for term
papers, theses. etc Santa Clara

SAN DIEGO. I’m Flying To S.D. On
April 10. I Have Two Empty
Seats. Call Dan, 2011-711511.

Theses,
Reports,
Choice of elements

TYPING. IBM Electric. SI per page.
Editing. Phone. 274.9457.

Ep.)
BEST PRICES

TYPING
SUMMER STUDY in Peru. Earn up
to 7 units next summer. A total
immersion 7 week experience in
Peruvian Culture Contact Dr.

.

ReSurneS

work/Ion,

theses, low cost, accurate. fast.
high quality. Pam 247-2611, eyes.
(Santa Clara tr. Sat Tomas

con-

Neat,

PROFESSIONAL,

A

0977 day/eve.
Sec’y
TYPING/EXPERIENCED
types all! Reports, resumes,

I. 140 W.

Autos CO 95003

McDONALOS Game
Stamps Wm Pay 56.250 for 509
or 5250 for 515 Call 768.5192.

accurate
Term

Day/Eves. Call KEY
WACK E RS, 947 1433 or 272,4525.

GLEN/ALMADEN.
typing and editing.

San Caries (next to Mahn Public

workshops, call 217-5963.

WANTED:

FAST.

$1.50/pg

Call THE
ASSISTANT at

1613.

YOGA
w/Swami
M thru Th, ,n p.m.
Lecture, satsang. discussion,
Sun ?
p m 330S 3rd. Suite C
land floor)
For information
regarding other activities and

TYPING.

Research papers, resumes, etc.
Ask for Marcia Morton at 264.
94441.

Library), 2 blocks from campus.
Open 7 days: Mon. -Fri., to;
Sat., 10.5; Sun., noon.S. Call 202-

at 448 23011.

HOLISTIC
Niranian

spelling. IBM Salectrtc. Call
Sharon at 1264224 between 5:30
and 70,30 p.m.

280-1148.
WILLOW
Quality

TYPING.

REPORTS. Manuscripts,
HAYMOND AND Tyson Secretarial
Service.
fast,
accurate,
proofed.
Typing
edited
for

prices.

E XECUTIVES

man.

business student. Call 2041501.

THESIS, Term Papers,
and
fast
EXPerienced
Reasonable rates. Call 2690674.

etc.

dissertations.

reasonable
FREE COUNSELING FOR
Student Travel

TAXES DONE while you emit for
1040A and 50A. Reliable, former

TYPING,

TYPING: ONE letter to large mail
lists,
,
manuals
or
resumes
Quality
work
at

Dan Derry, Sr. Joan Panella,
Ms. Lynda DeManto, Rev Norb
Peter

price is forgotten. Call: KITTY
at 2381099 between Sand 10 p.m.
and on weekends.

professional.

religious services, study troops,
socfal events and counseling at
300 S. 10th St.. call 29110204. Fr.

Rev.

Remember: The bit
terness of poor quality remains
long alter the sweetness of a low

DONE in my home.
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 73$
1914.

I’LL
anyMing.
type
!semi
.
It,
professional. North Valley area
Call Mary Lou at 2630759.

lor

please.

TYPING:

TYPING:

edited

Need cash?
Get quick results...
Advertise in the
Spartan Daily
Classifieds
41111.11.111r..1111)

business

occasions.
CaltigraPhY our specially. Invitations Ink
Call Colleen or
Terri at 3142444 or 2$7.5014,

BI.LINGUAL

SPANISHEnglish
home visit interviewers during
April 1240. 1:349:28 pan. for
San Jose low-income household

ISM 55.1111/hr.
Car
necessary. 194103e, Dr. J. Mae
Rivera.

Print Your Ad Here:

Ad Rates

FAST. PROFESSIONAL resumes
design. phototype and print.
Day/evening
and
Saturday

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line

Minimum three lines on one day
//////////////////////////

service Ind Writers). Call 795
99/2.
SAY

IT

With

dozen

Each
thw

Two

Three

Four

Five

Extra

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

Day

$2.80

$350

$355

54 05

$1.20

$ 70

galleons.

The tun
to flowers!
Two
long-stemmed balloons

deify ered tor

valentine’s Day,

birthday,. or lust to say
leYe
Lofty Thoughts Balloon
Co. Call 265.9116,

3 lines
4 hors

$3.50

$4.20

$455

$475

$400

$.70

5 lines

$420

$400

$525

0543

0500

$ 70

$ lines

$400

*600

*395

06)5

$630

$70

Album, 5 hours el phetographY
Bo id. keeps the negatives. 5250
plus TAX. To
Your
date,

call

Photograph?
for 10 years by Douglas Sot
merle.
SSSSS

TO Fly. Primary and
Advance Instruction. CI52. 072
per hem Wet Dual 14.50 ground

/

/

111111/ /1/

/1/Ill

11/11111//111.11/11//////11
1////11////////11////////1
Phone

Address
Semester Hates
51ines $30110

*

City

All Issues

ii linen 0430$

Cr

Phone 277-3115
Cirde a tlastlfivation
Announcements

Enclosed Is $

For

Days

15 lines 160 00

246.2749.

Wedding

/

Print name

Each additional line add $ 70

WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints

Duality

.

Pub

Club
CAMPUS
CHRISTIAN
Center
Roman Catholic and Protestant
campus
ministries
utter

Office. IBM
Si/Blossom Hill

AFFORDAELE, CUSTOM designed
invitetions for weddings, parties

wedding

train.

tutor
N
CHINESE
wanted. Well J., Voral at 1450
Kell Circle, Suite 113, San Jose,

KELLY AND Linda Thanks again
for organizing a great Pinnichn

tan. BB.

tternative

Help Wanted

LH OF Sigma Nu. What are you
doing April 24th? How about
going to my PDT RSVP. Love
Cho Pledge

Telephone
Use
our
own
for

Mrs. Spencer. 25711100.

3011.

CA 10112.

accurate,

Graduate

Selectric II.

and

BUY.SELL,TRADE OR RENT THROUGH THE

hrs. per wit. Must be available
all 5 days. Mon -Fri between 3

SKIS/BINDINGS

Home,

732-4443.
STUDENT TO Assist in teaching
remedial reading approx. 1540

FURNITURE
4375

RENTAL

Services

NAVIGATOR (FEMALE) for Real
E state Speculelor, Weekends.

MY

KELLY TERRY. Clue 1 I bet your
anxious to know who lam. so go
to the place where the twes gel

Ross Avenue. San Jose.

Wed-Sal.

..

during a hard tint. in my life. I
couldn’t have made it _without
you. With all my love, Kathy.

Prompt, experienced, hours: I
am totem. Loc. nr. Hwys 17 and
2$0. Phone 297-6614.

perienced in masters, reports
and dis tttttt ions. Approved by
SJSU

proofed

spelling. Rates $1.50 for double
Sc. page; 53 for single sp. page.
S3 per page for letters; SS per
page for resumes (incl. help
w/set up/. Cash only No checks

Area. Call Janet at 227.9525.

TO EVERYONE et Sigma Alpha
Mu. Thanks for all your Support

Personals

21114422.

work. No E xperience Required
Fee Paid Apply Saturday 11-4,
Room 14, Steinclorlf School 7001

BEER MAKING kit Makes 4 cases.
1132.15. Seer Makers oh America,

TYPING

work
ACCURACY, neatness.
deadlines
gu rrrrr ’ed.
Ex-

my heart. Love, Dave.

resumes, advertising, personal

APT FOR Rent. 5330 per mo., 1331
lath St., 2 Minns. 2 bath. Call

Jose. CA 95157, 15261 SObey Rd.,

PAUL’S
Methodist
Church
invites you to worship with us on
Sundaymernings at 0:30. 435 S.

Steve

week
week

TYPING. TOP quality guaranteed
IBM Correcting Selectric II Ail

TYPING:

GERI. I shall miss you deeply. The
memories of being with you will
lost forever. We were lest Mires
to each other. You are forever in

pickup and delivery, reas. rates.

courtyard
fireplace,
parking. $50 to 140 per
shared. VO to $85 per

listings and into guide. send Soto

RESUMES
typeset,
printed,

SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses
Great guys and gals Kitchen.
service,
maid
linen,
TV,

TYPIRg

course is 575, group rate, 05. All
instructors
licensed.
Falcon
Parachute School. Call 1209)134

ages. 5 member band available
now. Call Stuart at 238-8765.

composed.

Grand Canyon, Howell, Africa.
Send 16.95 for application, in.
formation guide (plus tree job

JOBS IN Alaska! Summer, year
round High pay, SI100 to 0,000
Parks,
Per month All fields

... Gine the vitt only you can
give, a beautiful, sward -winning
PAULSON
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Call John 11 110.2311.

Housing

Sacramento, CA MOM.

A THING of beauty is a joy

color

Training

Wedding/Party Band.
Top 40 music, appealing to all

1544,

Watt

Ave., Sacramento, CA 931160.

MTh St.

SKY DIVE: Our complete first lump

HIT N’ RUN

PROFESSIONAL

to

2535

CRUISEWORLD,

Campus Christian Center, MO S.

STUDENT AAAAAA Plan: Take
care of your moult and Meth.
SAVE
MONEY,
ENROLL
and
NOW!!
Information

HELP! WITH yard. noose animals.
esp. Easter wk, 54/hr or SJSU
Call 2171117,4-0 or 1011 p.m.

Personnel, Counselors Europe,
SumCaribbean. Worldwide!
mer, Career. Send 55.95 plus 51
handling
for
application,

CAMPUS
MINISTRY
Worship:
P eeeee tant, Sundays at 5 p.m.;
Roman Catholic, Sundays at II

ST.

Mediterranean

expeditions,

Help Wanted

rersonaLs

Automotive

Move.*

?Wry lie!,

Travel

For Sale

[Ana & kound

stereo

Typing

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

* Deadline: Two days prior to publication
* Consecutive publication dates only
* No refunds on cancelled ads

Classified Desk Located Outside JC 207

115 (hourly). Call Dan, 2134117.
=81
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The SJSU Bluegrass
Club will hold a meeting
and jam session tongiht at
7:30 in the A.S. Council
Chambers.
Th Ad Club will hold a
meeting to discuss AAF
Regionals today at 2:30 in
Journalism Classrooms,
room 101. For more information, call Brian
McMahon at 277-3171,
SJSU Tae Kwon Do
Club will hold a martial
arts demonstration at noon
today on the grass area
next to the
faculty
cafeteria.

Champion to give exhibitions

Pool hustler gives SJSU a shot
SJSU’s would-be pool
hustlers will be able to
watch and challenge the
world pocket billiard
champion
in
two
exhibitions April 20.
Nick Varner will give
exhibitions at Noon and 7
p.m. in the S.U. Umunhurn
Room.
The national eight-ball
champion and former twotime National Collegiate
Pocket Billiard Champion

will give instructions,
demonstrate trick and
fancy shots and play
challenge matches with
members of the audience.
According to Terry
Gregory, administrator of
the S.U. Games Area, the
shows are being put on by
the Associated Student
progam board and Grope
at a cost of $900.
The idea of having
two shows is that we hoped

TUITION
-continued from page 1
continue until the governor signs the final budget into effect.
Glazer,
Steven
legislative director for
the California State
Students Association,
said while his group was
"philosophically opposed to tuition," they
"reluctantly
were
submissive," because
"there’s nothing we can
do."
He said the CSSA
would maintain a "low
key oppostion" against
increasing non-resident
but most
tuition,
resident students are
not interested in the
increase.
Glazer said the nonresident tuition increase
may help prolong the
proposal to charge
tuition for graduate
students which is now

for a lot of students at the
noon show and more offcampus people at the
evening show," Gregory
said.
"We have already
gotten a lot of response
form people all over the
Bay Area," he said,
because this is the only
appearance Varner will
make in the area.
Varner "happened to
be on his way out here" to

play in a match at Lake
Tahoe, Gregory said.
inbilliard
"Our
structor Hal Mix is friends
with him and Varner called
and asked if we wanted him
to do an exhibition," he
said.
"A lot of the other guys
who do exhibitions aren’t
very good. They aren’t
interested in putting on a
good show."

the lowest form of humor
pending
legislature.

in

arny flynn &don flynn

the

The legislature is
expected to make a
decision before the end
of the fiscal year on the
proposal to require
graduate students to
pay $531 per year in
addition to normal
student fees.

the entire cost of $1 million.
This process was used
in making phase one a
reality. The city of San
Jose and David Packard,
co-founder of HewlettPackard, each donated
$750,000 supplying the the
financial base on which to
build the total amount of
$3.3 million.
"The project is really
pending on finding the
large blocks of money to go
along with all the smaller
donations," Still said.
"At the present time I
haven’t heard of any
groups
interested
in
keeping the project going,"

NURSES

Horikawa expressed
concern over the fact that
Spartan Stadium hasn’t
filled regularly even with
the smaller capacity.
University
sports
programs such as the
varsity football team and
the professional club, the
San Jose Earthquakes
haven’t been drawing
capacity crowds every
time, he added.

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

1 Tuna up

Critical Care Training

2 adjust salves

Sor month program f re the new graduate

3

(Good All Semester)

Check

compression
Sat liming

5 adiusl Carburalor
11 Change oil
f 3 quails of oil
lubrication
9 Arhusl brakes
0
Brake fluid
- Transmission fluid
Battery fluid add

2

Personnel Department
675 E. Santa Clara St
San Jose, CA 95112
998-3212
W. Ani A. Fopog OppartaarsF. hlani

243.6262
krred
OPt1 es’ee
Stevens Cronk at Wmchesuat Blvd.

WEST VALLEY SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Term papers, theses & manuscripts
Ask about special student rates
Call 2 4 7-59 36 Evenings & Weekends

QUALITY MATERIALS
FOR
FINE ARTS
GRAPHICS
CALLIGRAPHY
DRAFTING

The Student Health
Service will hold a herpes
rap session today from 10
to 11:30 in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. For
further information, call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622.
The School of Business
will have its 23rd Annual
Banquet
Achievement
April 23. Tickets are on sale
now. For more information, call Larren
Olson at 277-2301.

87 Valley Fair Centel 365 San Antonio Road
San Jose Calif 95128 Mt View Calif 94040
941 3600
249-8700
San Jose Art. Paint &Wallpaper

Designers
The
Association will have a
field trip meeting outside
the Art Quad April 24 from
11:30 am, to 12:30 p.m. For
information call Katie or
Susan at 279-9680.

Dance and concert
put finishing touches
on gay, lesbian week
The Mary Watkins
Band, featuring singer
Sharon Russell, will perform in a two-hour jazz
concert
tonight
highlighting a week of
events during Lesbian and
Gay Awareness Week at
SJSU.
The 8 p.m. concert,
which will last until 10 p.m.
in the S.U. Ballroom, will
be followed by a two-hour
dance featuring rock ’n’

STORE HOURS
Mon -Fri 9 to 9/ Sat 9 to 5:30/ Sun 12 toy
ValNy Fair
Mountain Wow
Non -Sat 9 to 5:30

RING WEEK
GOLD PRICES DOWN GOLD PRICES
DOWN GOLD PRICES DOWN GOLD

add

1976

FORD

BOBCAT

IMUSTANL.117751/0

(241por)743TFS

1968

BUICK

CADILLAC

5641,91(

IAS IS! lOiS 1/

Same

1965

CHEVY
((Anil( 1, 141(00

OLDSMOBILE

$988

$688

Only $25

I 51-/44

011167/S10S

S2188
1977

1976

plus parts if needed

FORD

OLDSMOBILE

Greet Location For Over 12

Ys,,,

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

r opted

Salim/91P.
lama is OUR=

THE MAGIC OF DISNEY
ANIMATION IS BACK.
(0/44*-fsArio’s

(?)

11 01.11 NOKIAS

1976

wentim 294-1562 lat

r

$288

1971

FIAT

11th & San Carlos
’ MB

520 depot,’ reau,red
Mosier Charge

$2388

1973

VW THING

SPARTAN MOBIL

April 6-10
/0am 6 pm

’With oppi vac! credit

1975

All For

Pre 19/t Ouse, &I Ruch, karrhan Ghia,
aslbstas Squareness, and Things

GOLD RINGS

Order now for biggest
savings of the year,,..
Order now for graduation

DRIVE AWAY ANY CAR ON OUR LOT FOR E25

1975

Offer good for:

$ 20 OFF

roll band, Bandana Hose.
The group will perform
until i a.m.
"The band plays some
super jazz," coordinator
Allison Appleby said.
Banda i On uluse, a group
of four women who often
play in Sunnyvale nightclubs, will perform rock ’n’
roll to a dancing audience.
Tickets for the concert
and dance are $3 at the
door.

$1288

B.S.N or A

Or contact
San Jose Hospital

VILLAGE

420 TOWN &

Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship will hold a Bible
Study led by Tim Phillips
tonight at 7 in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. For
more information call Jeff
or Mike at 292-2282.

$1988

structured program tor the

FOR DETAILED INFO., SEE JIM SHELLY
AT NURSING RECRUITMENT DAY,
APRIL 21st AT SJSU

Mei

Foundation
Spartan
Executive Director Mute
Horikawa said.
"Quite frankly, I don’t
know if there’s any drive to
complete it," he said.

Bug Problems?

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
AFTER SCHOOL??
conf:idor San Jose Hospital’s New
Graduate Trairiii,g Program.
We are currently taking applications for the
following training programs to begin Mid-January.
Provisional Graduate Training
Si, NOWA

inc.
BOOKS
COUNTRY

Biological
The
Sciences Department will
present Dr. A.T. Winfree of
University
Purdue
tomorrow in Duncan Hall,
room 135 at 2:30, He will
speak on "The Case of the
Missing Heartbeat."

The meteorology
class which usually does
the weather forecast for
the Daily had a midterm yesterday and
could not give us a
forecast. However, we
think that it will be
sunny and warm for the
beginning of the Giants
baseball season today.

Currently, SJSU
students pay $232 in
student fees annually.

new graduate nurse well

The Vousty’s Big Bookstore

Weather

recomThe
mendation was made
Feb. 18 by state
analysts
legislative
after the office completed a 12 month
review of Gov. Edmund
G. Brown Jr.’s 1981-82
budget report.

The SJSU Foundation
is the adrninstrative body
in charge of linking the
community campaign with
the university.
Still said a large gift
donation would be needed
to get phase two rolling
again.
It is hoped a large
donation will attract the
many smaller ones of $300
to $5,000 needed to make up

Beet Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay
BARGAINS BY THE 100’. ON OUR SALE TABLES

anSpartaguide
nouncements will run on a
basis.
space-available

"All these things
are going to help in
providing measures to
release pressure and
garner more money,"
Glazer said.

causing the halt in expansion funding.
"We have to start all
over," Still said. "The
whole project is back on the
drawing board."

,

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES

Sigma Nu fraternity is
having its Sigma Nu Ski-AThon at Bear Valley
Saturday. For more information, call Kelly at 2978197 or Eric at 279-9473.

STADIUM
-continued from page 1
The first step brought
seating capacity up from
18,155 to 22,000.
The completion ot
Phase three could feasibly
increase stadium seating to
around 31,000.
The third step calls for
filling in the end zone area
with grandstands, making
the stadium enclosed all
the way around. No cost
estimates are available at
this time.
Director of the SJSU
Foundation, Dick Still,
agreed with Reichrnuth. He
said he agreed inflation is

"This guy I feel will be
really good. Because he
was the collegiate champ
he knows what college
programs are all about and
will have more rapport
with the type of people we
get here."
Tickets for the shows
are $2 for students, Si for
general public and are
available at all BASS.
outlets and the A.S.
Business Office.

Ai ROOK Sh&

The English Department will show a film
version of "Our Town" this
afternoon in Engineering,
room 132, at 3:30. For
further information, call
Tuth Ruche at 277-2832.

101141/STU

$3288

11688

TEORRICOLOR*
.

ii

is rm.., kOM CO MC
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A motion picture your
heart will never forget.

051111,4, tl’OSS

$2188

Walt Disney Productions

1979

1977

FORD
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I/0*541,1 A 440i

$3388

$2950
now* 0, 1010* we.
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ENTERTAINER

’Modern Romance - Movie Review
’Three Sisters’ - Play Review

A Weekly Entertainment Magazine of the Spartan Daily -- Eighth Edition -- Thursday, April 9, 1981
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’Modern Romance’ 1
short on substance

by Russ Fang
is the
Superstar
most overused word in
the English language.
There is one exception,
however. When it comes
to women superstars in
the cinema, the list is
very short. Jane Fonda
and Barbra Streisand are
the only two actresses
who are genuine superstars.
In fact, until recently, Fonda and Streisand
were the only females
getting starring roles.
are
But
things
changing.
Early
into
1981, there is suddenly a
long list of women who
are giving terrific performances in leading roles.
In the past two
months, films that have
received nationwide release have featured the
talents of the actresses
cast in the starring role.
Sally Field in "Back
Roads,- Sigourney Weaver in "Eyewitness,"
Amy Irving in "The
Competition,- Nastassia
Kinski in "Tess," Mary
Steenburgen in "Melvin
8s Howard- and Jessica
Lange in "The Postman
Always Rings Twice"
have all been the main
attraction in their respective filems.
Sally Field is on the

verge of becoming a true
superstar. She won the
Oscar last year for "Norma Rae- and an Emmy
three years ago for "Cy bit."
In "Back Roads,"
Field’s charisma carries
the film. It is a performance similar to a superstar like Clint Eastwood,
who can carry a fairly
weak script with his particular charm or lack of
charm.
Field will receive
her true test of stardom
in the next year. She has

The status of women in film
is finally changing positively
already completed the
film "Absence of Malice" with Paul Newman,
and is currently lensing
yet another project.
Sigourney Weaver is
simply a fine actress.
She came out of nowhere to land the leading role in "Alien," and
now has followed it up
with an honest performance in "Eyewitness".
Weaver has not played enough parts yet to be
typecast, so it will be interesting to see what
kind of role choices she
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makes in her next few
films. She is a blossoming talent.
Amy
Irving has
slowly progressed from
small roles until finally
landing a starring role in
"The Competition." She
has quietly become the
finest young actress
making films today.
She has the ability to
act using more than her
voice. She uses her eyes
or a tilt of her head to
emphasize dialogue. Her
talents have made rather
bland
films
like

Nancy Young
Sal Bromberger
Chris Rose
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"Voices," "The Fury,"
"Honeysuckle Rose" and
"The Competition," interesting.
Irving has progressed from playing the teenager to the young adult.
Her acting has gotten to
the point where putting
her name on the marque
makes for an interesting
film.
What more needs to
be said about Mary
Steenburgen than her
winning the Oscar last
week. She is such a spunky actress; a bubbly personality that is a joy to
watch on the screen.
"The Postman Always Rings Twice" has
been panned by critics
with one exception, Jessica Lange. Lange is an
intriguing actress, or
maybe it is just her characterization as the Angel of Death in "All That
Jazz."
Many people regarded that role as a nothing

part, but Lange played it
with perfection.
Having boycotted
"Tess,- I haven’t seen
Nastassia Kinski. But it
is important to recognize
the film was nominated
for best picture and
starred a female.
Kinski is the only
actress to play without a
leading man. Tommy
Lee Jones in "Back
Roads,- William Hurt in
"Eyewitness,- Richard
Dreyfuss in "The Competition," Paul LeMat in
"Melvin & Howard" and
Jack Nicholson in "The
Postman Always Rings
Twice" all shared top
billing with the actresses.
So where do women
stand in the cinema today? It is certainly much
better than before, but
they still have a long
way to go. Scripts are
just not being written to
use women as stars, except screenplays penned
exclusively for Jane Fonda.
With the tremendous drop in business at
the box office, studios
are not willing to take
the chance of letting a
woman stand alone. This
is a mistake.
When one considers
the times, these chances
were taken in films such
as "An Unmarried Woman,- "The Turning
Point" and
"Norma
Rae.The
studios
should go out on a limb.
But
the changes
have progressed slowly.
Women’s roles in society
are branching out. Now,
the studios need to crawl
out and explore this new
growth.
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If "Modern
Romance" is a direct result
of Albert Brooks’ per:
sonal experience, then
perhaps he can be forgiven for giving us a monotonous and overworked
comedy film.
Brooks has said
"Modern Romance" is
based on a past relationship that "had ended,"
and he later thought it
might make a good film.
Unfortunately
for
everyone, ’Modern Ro-

humor begins to die, as if
he had run out of comedic ideas, and has nothing else to say.
From the beginning
of "Modern Romance,"
when he tells Harvard
that theirs’ is a "no win"
situation and insists they
go their separate ways,
there is sense of compassion for him.
His troubles are then
depicted in the film’s
best scenes when he
takes qualudes to get
through the first trau-

Brooks has left us
uneasy, disappointed
mance- never lives up to
What
its promises.
Brooks has written,
starred in and directed,
is not so much a film, but
an overextended standup act which never fully
gets off the ground.
Brooks plays Robert
Cole, a Hollywood film
editor who constantly
breaks up with his
steady girlfriend, Mary
Harvard, (Kathryn Harrold), only to return
again.
Throughout "Modern Romance," Brooks
shows his inability to
sustain a relationship
with Harvard. Robert’s
insecurity, jealousy and
paranoia all contribute
to his topsy-turvy, on
again, off again complicated love affair.
As the main comedic
plot behind the film,
however, this idea is not
used to full advantage.
Brooks starts the
film with a flurry of
funny scenes. But towards the middle, the

matic night.
Robert soon runs
into an array of problems like calling an acquaintance -- a "scum bag" who wants to date
Mary, telephoning a woman he hardly knows
and asking her to dinner
and going out to his car,
only to fall asleep behind
the wheel.
The comedy is in
full swing at this point as
Robert decides to start a
new life.
After buying the necessary items from a
sporting goods and
health foods store, his
new life gets underway.
Although he began
taking vitamins, jogging
and even dating again.
Robert is still miserable.
Finally, he succumbs to
his desires and calls
Mary.
The remainder of
"Modern Romance- is
devoted to Robert’s continuing struggles with
her.
-continued on page 4
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’Three Sisters’ blends charm, sadness
A sense of brooding melancholy pervades the play
by Bruce Buckland
On the stage, everything ought to be as complex and simple as in
life,’ Anton Chekhov
once wrote. Onstage at
the Geary Theatre, in
ACT’s production of
"The Three Sisters," it
is.
Chelchov’s play tells

Play
Review
the story of a changing
phase in the lives of
three Russian women
during a brief interlude
in their lives.
The sets, music and
costumes combine with
good acting and an unconventional storyline to
create an experience that
is thought -provoking
and visually quite pleasing.
The sets, crafted in
ACT’s shop, are elegant and baroque. A
large crystal chandelier
hangs from the rafters
and finely carved wooden facades adorn the
Prozorov house, where
the story unfolds.

The sets are important to Chekhov’s story.
They are lavish and
overstated, epitomizing
the illusions cherished
by sisters Olga, Irina and
Masha in their antique
world of a provincial
backwater of Moscow in
the turn-of-the century
Russia.
Haunting strains of
Russian string music
create a mood of en.
chanted sadness characteristic of Russian literature’s brooding preoccupation with suffering
and the meaning of existence.
The story does not
follow the conventional
dramatic pattern of rising, climax and denouement. It is a vignette of
several transitions in the
lives of the characters,
who grope for happiness
but find only disillusionment.
"In two hundred
years, life on earth will
be unimaginably beautiful, unimaginably wonderful, and if it isn’t here
yet, we must look forward to it, wait, dream
of it ..." says gallant Battery Vershinin, played
with spirit by Peter Don-

at.
The three sisters
each have a dream in
life, symbolized by their
yearning for the glittering home of their youth,
Moscow. Each finds her
hopes illusory as the seasons and circumstances
of the story pass.
But a basic insight
into the human experience emerges from their
plight. The spirit endures despite the disappointments that befall.
Olga, the oldest of
the three sisters, is settling into an unwanted
spinsterhood and a comfortable middle age as
headmistress at a girl’s
high school.
Masha was married
at an early age to a
rather pleasant, but dull
and timid man. Disgusted with his mediocrity,
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The play, now playing through May 30, has
a thoughtfulness and sad
beauty that fully realizes
the potential of ACT.
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Elizabeth Huddle, as
Masha, does an exceptionally good job of conveying the boredom and
listlessness of the sisters’
small-town existence.
It is Irina, the youngest and the prettiest of
the sisters, who becomes
the symbol of spiritual
endurance.
Barbara Dirickson’s
Irina charms and saddens the audience as her
yearning for love and
purpose is gradually replaced by resignation.

PubItclty Photo

Masha, Irina and Olga comfort each other in
ACT’s "Three Sisters."
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she falls in love with the
dashing
Vershinin,
whose brigade has temporarily been stationed
in the small town.
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360 South Saratoga Avenue
at Stevens Creek Boulevard
San Jose, California 95129
Telephone 408 244-3333
Dinner served until 12 A.M.
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Romance
-continued from page!
Despite being together again, he remains
uncomfortable with the
relationship. To compensate, he becomes possessive and demanding,
wanting to know her
every whereabouts.
Mary, on the other
hand, dislikes Robert’s
persistent suspiciousness.
While abhoring this
invasion of privacy, Harvard accepts this as part
of his craziness and passion.
Mary, we eventually
learn, will probably
never be able to understand Robert’s compulsive jealousy, and ironically, it is part of an attraction toward him she
cannot resist.
Robert, meanwhile,
convinces her that their

The Who
"The Rockford Files,"
she could have given
Brooks more support in
his starring shot.
George Kennedy,
who appears as both
himself and as Zoran,
the captain of a spaceship in the film’s "moviewithin-a-movie," format,
lacks both enthusiasm
and vitality.
Perhaps all those
times of coming to the
rescue in the films "Airport." have taken their
toll.
Nevertheless, in fairness to Harrold and Kennedy, it is Brooks who is
responsible for perhaps
not giving them enough
independence and artistic freedom to broaden
their roles.
While he may be an
accomplished comedian,
Brooks is no actor -- at

Movie Review
problem involves not his
jealous tendencies and
"concern," but her lack
of commitment to their
relationship. In the closing scenes, he asks her to
marry him, and she accepts.
"Modern Romance"
might have ended on this
happy note, but Brooks
decided this would be
too simplistic a conclusion to such a difficult
situation.
Instead they marry
and one month later are
divorced. A glimmer of
hope is offered by
Brooks when Robert and
Mary resume dating,
with the intention of remarrying.
Brooks’ contemporary comedy on 1981 romance not only suffers
from inconsistency and a
failure to carry the film
through, but a poor cast
as well.
As Mary, Kathryn
Hari old gives a weak
and seemingly mechanical performance.
Considering her past
roles in such productions
"The
Women’s
as
Room," "Women In
White," "Son-Rise: A
Miracle of Love" and
periodic appearances on
the television series

least not yet. By starting
with humor, wit and
laughs and later mixing
in too much unnecessary
drama, he leaves us confused and bewildered in
our understanding of
Robert Cole.
At first we identify
with his comedic frustration, but as Robert becomes more and more
unreasonable in his demands upon Mary, our
concern turns to indifference.
As in "Modern Romance," Robert, or in
this case Brooks, is his
own worst enemy and
nothing he can do will
save either Mary or the
film.
"Modern Romance"
could have been a noteworthy achievement and
meaningful commentary
on the subject of love;
somewhere along the
lines of the 1979 comedy
film "Starting Over."
What "Modern Romance" lacks is substance and by trying to
make up for it himself,
Brooks has not only left
us with an uneasy feeling, but disappointment
as well.
If this is what modern romance is all about,
I’ll stick with celibacy.

’Face Dances’ -- the latest hit
by Jeff Davis
It seemed, that with
a disastrous tour stop in
Cincinnatti and the
death of drummer Keith
Moon, even rock’s most
indestructable group,
The Who, would have to
slow or even stop the
high intensity style of
living and music making
that had become their
trademark.
The legendary band,
which first became famous for representing the
early ’70s youth movement with classic anthems like "My Generation" and "The Kids Are
Allright," had to make
some tough decisions
about where their music
was headed.
Seeing 1979 turn into 1980 had to be difficult for a band that was
the ’70s
but die with
the decade and those 13
fans in Ohio, they did
not.
Coming out with
their first album of the
’80s and the first since
the release of "Who Are
You" in 1978, The Who
has combined the razoredged irreverance of the
early days with a forced
realization of contemporary conclusions in
"Face Dances," released
last month.
The new effort could
be a little disappointing
to hard-core Who fans in
that the lyrics are slightly less biting and the music less forceful than old
Who.
Gone is the need to
sing "Hope I die before I
get old." Replacing it is a
new hopefulness that
transcends the old theme
of self-destruction which
eventually
caused
Moon’s life to end at age
32 in a frantic search for
peace through dope and
pills.
The new Who isn’t
following trends anymore, they’re setting
them. The maturity that
comes with making music for 16 years is finally
showing itself.
With "Face Dances," The Who is proving to both young and

old that the kids and the
band are still allright.
Pete Townshend is
still around to write the
songs and play the guitar
that can excite an audience like no other live
rock show to date.
Roger Daltry is also
around to ring out with
ear-shattering, clear vo-

cuts (seven written by
Townshend and two by
Entwistle), swing from
Entwistle’s hard rockers, "The Quiet One"
and "You," to lighter,
even new-wavish tunes
like "Don’t Let Go the
Coat" and "Did You
Steal My Money?"
On "How Can You

Music Review
cals and provide a visual
focal point.
John Entwistle is
still around to supply a
steady bass and add a
few classic songs of his
own.
And still aorund in
spirit, if not physically,
is Keith Moon who supplied a storm center to
the uncontrolled edge of
risk that came to be recognized as a Who concert.
Replacing Moon in
"Face Dances" for the
first time in any Who album is Kenny Jones,
who will find keeping
the drum beat much easier than keeping up with
the legendary Moon.
The album’s nine

Do It Alone?" Townshend discusses the topic
of lonliness with a few
interesting anecdotes
and conclusions.
"You Better You
Bet," easily the album’s
catchiest and most popular tune, begins side one
with a familiar sound
from the past.
Starting with the
characteristic synthesizer intro (bringing back
memories of "Baba O’Riley" and "We Won’t Get
Fooled Again"), and
slipping into familiar
Townshend guitar licks,
"You Better You Bet" is
bound to catch on in the
American market bringing in loads of money for
the British rockers.

The song also features vocal acrobatics by
Daltry who voices this
complementary
line
thrown in by Townshend, "My body feels so
good and I still sing a
razor line everytime."
Fortunately for us all -he really still does.
That single line expresses what the entire
album represents. A reassuring statement that
the band has felt the tragedy and hardship of 16
years together, but it
hasn’t let it get them
down.
When Daltry sings
"This is not social crisis,
just another tricky day
for you," it’s a fitting end
to an album of transition
for one of rock’s premier
bands.
With "Face Dances," The Who shows
they still play for kids,
an audience that has nothing to do with age.
They play for people to
whom rock ’n’ roll is
more than a popular music form -- it’s a matter of
life and death.
In the hands of The
Who, "Rock ’n’ roll Will
Never Die."
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Music

photos by Mimi Rol
Tom Duke, bassist for San Francisco -based 415, sings before a packed house Friday at Smokey
Mountain in Campbell.

Rock sounds of 415 ’impressive’
by Nancy Gibson
They look impressive on stage with three
guitarists, a keyboardist,
a drummer and a lead
vocalist and sound as im-

pressive as they look.
They are 415, an exciting San Francisco -based band recently signed
by Herbie Herbert (manager of Journey), and his

Nightmare Inc. group.
415 performed to a
full house at the Smokey
Mountain in Campbell
Friday.
Of the three guitar -

ists, two play lead. This
gives the band a complex, textured sound not
achieved by the average
four -member rock band.
The lead guitarists.

Concert
Review

Lead guitarist John Nyman (left) and Mark Ross (right) form the core of the
complex sound of 415.
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John Nyman and Mark
Ross, sound great when
they play together, layering simple lines to give a
complete and full sound.
However, I found
myself cringing when
the guitarists were soloing.
Individually
the
works were too loud and
screechy, when actually
the solos could have
been good showcases for

Versatile lead singer of 415, Eric Martin, takes up
the guitar.
the talent these musicians obviously possess.
Lead singer Eric
Martin is as versatile as
he is talented. In addition to writing much of
the band’s material, he
occasionally picks up the
guitar or adds another
keyboard to add even
greater depth to the
music.
The band’s sound is
rounded out by bassist
Tom Duke, keyboardist
David Jacobsen and
drummer jimmy Hogland who gives a rather
low-key beat, that, judging by the empty dance
floor, wasn’t as conducive to dancing as it probably could be.
They will be going

into the studio in June, to
record their first album
and it should be something to watch for.
Headlining the act at
Smokey Mountain was
Hush, a local group that
plays mostly cover versions.
This band, unlike
415, packed the dance
floor with very well
done
covers ranging
from the Cars’ "Let’s
Go" to Hall and Oates’
"Your Kiss Is On My
List."
It will be interesting
to see whether Hush will
stick with safe cover versions or will take a
chance and begin performing some original
material.

Shakespeare’s
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Wing’s
Chinese
Restaurant
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Closed Mondays
6 blocks north of
Santa Clara St. between
3rd & 4th
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131 E. Jackson St.
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Ambrosia’s only constant is diversity
by Tim Truax
After 11 years as a
group, any normal band
would have already established a sound by concentrating on a certain
type of music. Right?
Well, after that period, Ambrosia is still
putting out different
songs with different
themes, and few are similar to the others.
Not that diversity
isn’t good in a band. Ambrosia has to be one of
the most unpredictable,
yet one of the best progressive rock bands
around.
Their latest album,
"One Eighty,- has
brought the band almost
full circle in their progressive rock stage back
to the point where they
started.
And the six-man
group displayed its diversity as well as its talent when they took the
stage at the San Jose
Center for the Performing Arts last Wednesday.
Led by guitarist
David Pack and bassist
Joe Puerta, Ambrosia
varied its songs from
slow acoustic guitar
pieces to hard driving

lar part of the show, but
they encored with "Ain’t
No Big Deal" and "I’m
Crying," which featured
former Doobie Brother
Tiran Porter on bass.
Porter played with the
opening act, The Press.
All in all, it was a
show that highlighted
the musical evolution of
the group.

photos by Brenda Flowers

David Pack, left, Royce Jones, center, and Joe Puerta, right, lead Ambrosia through "If Heaven Can Find
Somebody" towards the end of their show last Wednesday night.
tunes in a two-hour show
that pleased the full
house even more than
was apparent.
Joining Pack and
Puerta is a man whose
vocal ability is almost
unsurpassed in the rock
industry, Royce Jones,
formerly of Steely Dan.
Jones also did the percussions for the show.

Pack, the lead guitarist and vocalist for Ambrosia, plays another crowd-pleaser.

The group opened
with a solo by Jones, who
simply stepped to the
center of the stage and
belted out his tune.
That was followed
by a new composition
that the band wrote for
the
movie
"Inside
Moves." The song was
titled "Outside," and is
indicative of the new
sound the group has acquired.
"One Eighty" does
not incorporate the
string section background that Ambrosia’s
first few albums did. Instead, they have been rejoined by the original
keyboard player for the
group,
Christopher
North, who teams with
Lewis to produce a unique background sound.
North left the band
after six years, and
Lewis was added. When
North returned, the
group kept both men.
"We wanted to add
Chris to the act for more
fullness," Lewis said. "It
orients the band towards
the live act than the orchestra sound does."
Lewis claims to be
just as happy in front of a
large quiet crowd as the

small boisterous one.
"Bring ’em all on,"
he said. "I’ve always said
the bigger the better,
though."
Drummond tried top
evoke crowd reaction
after their classic hit
"Ho!din’ on to Yesterday," which was preceded by a mix and match
set of old and new tunes
including "Nice, Nice,
Very Nice" and their
new hit "You and I."
"Normally, this is a
clean-cut all-American
rock band," Drummond
said from behind his
drums. "But we’re going
to give the sick people in
the audience a chance to
turn and hit the person
next to you in beat with
the song."
Although
Drummond’s request was denied, the crowd did respond well to "Someone’s crying," which he
wrote. It is one of the
more rock-inclined songs
Ambrosia does, and they
do it well, with driving
guitar and loud drums
offset by eerie-sounding
keyboard play.
"Kamikaze," also by
Drummond, is the same

kind of song, but it was
played with full-complement of sirens and flashing lights as well as a
backdrop picturing the
"One Eighty" album
cover.
The mood was
changed quickly, though,
as Puerta brought out an
acoustic guitar for a pair
of mellow songs.
Puerta’s voice is not
to be overlooked as one
of the group’s vocal
strengths. Although not
as clear as Pack’s or as
broad-ranged as Jones’,
Puerta has a smooth,
gentle voice that both
complements the group
as well as stands on its
own.
The
next
song
"Rock and a Hard
Place," was written by
the group for an upcoming Clint Eastwood
movie.
After "Time Waits
for No One," Jones did
another solo, "If Heaven
Can Find Somebody."
It was back to the
oldies for "You’re the
Biggest Part of Me," and
"Life Beyond L.A.," the
title of their second album.
That closed the regu-

"There was a period
in our lives when we
went through an identity
crisis," Drummond said.
’But we just said ’We
can’t hold on to this or
we’ll never fulfill ourselves.’
"Everybody writes
in certain styles, and although we’re not restricted as to what we
can write, I try to toughen up the act, to give it
more alternatives," he
continued. "We didn’t
want to be another
Bread, which is just what
we were for awhile."
Drummond credits
the addition of North for
much of the group’s new
direction.
"Chris is the kind of
rhythm and blues guy
while David is the progressive," he said. "It’s
kind of roots versus fusion."
The realization that
diversity could be the
key to success has pointed the direction for the
group’s future.
"I don’t really know
what our next album
will be like," Drummond said. "But I can
tell you it will be different."
Yes, it finally seems
that Ambrosia has solved its identity crisis.
They have taken the
term "progressive" literally, and keep coming
out with something different.
It is an identity that
can’t really be defined,
rather just explained.:
with one word -- Ambro-,
sia.
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ENTERTAiNER
CALENdAR
Stage
The Rocky Horror Show -- Now playing through April 12 at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco. Tickets can be purchased through
BASS and other major outlets.
"Gallows Humor" -- Now playing though May 9 at the Saratoga
Chamber Theater, 12378 South Saratoga -Sunnyvale Road.
Tickets $6 and $5.

Exhibitions
Alison Knowles "The House of Dust" -- Installation Garden and
Poem. Now showing through April 24 in SJSU’s Art Department
Gallery I.
La Mamelle -- Photo realism and photo documentation of social action
Now showing through April 24 in SJSU’s Art Department Gallery

Headliners
Merlin -- Friday, April 10 and Saturday, April 11, 9:30
p.m. at Barney Steel’s, Redwood City.
Queen Ida and the Bon Ton Zydeco Band -- Friday.
April 10,9 p.m. at The Cellar, Los Altos.
Uncle Rainbow -- Friday, April 10 and Saturday, April
11, 9 p.m. at The Country Store, Sunnyvale.
Destiny.. Friday, April 10 and Saturday, April 11, 8:30
p.m. at Fargos Pizza, the Old Mill Center, Mountain
View.
Mistress plus The David Walker Band -- Friday. April
10, 9 p.m at the Keystone Berkeley.
Snail -- Friday, April 10, 9 p.m. at the Keystone Palo
Alto.
The Spectres and The Offs -- Saturday, April 11, 9 p.m.
at The Stone, San Francisco.
David Haskell -- Friday, April 10, 9 p.m. at Lambo’s.
San Francisco.
Jules Broussard -- Friday, April 10, 9 p.m. at Mr.
Hyde’s, San Francisco.
The Cornell Hurd Band -- Friday, April 10 at the
Smokey Mountain, Campbell.
Chaser -- Friday, April 10 and Saturday, April 11. 9
p.m. at the Wooden Nickel, Santa Clara.
The Tom Landry Band -- Saturday, April 11, 9 p.m. at
the Bodega, Campbell.
Group 87.. Saturday, April 11, 9 p.m at the Keystone
Palo Alto.
Steel Pulse plus The Offs -- Saturday. April 11, 9 p.m.
at The Stone, San Francisco.
Wildfire -- Saturday, April 11. 9 p.m. at Lambo’s. San
Francisco.
Rain: A Tribute to the Beatles.. Saturday. April 11. 9
p.m. at the Smokey Mountain, Campbell.
The Lloyds -- Saturday, April 11, 9 p.m. at The Wooden
Nickel, Santa Clara.
Lounge Lizards -- Saturday, April 11. 9 p m. at The Old
Waldorf, San Francisco.

Dance
Dance Theater ’81 -- A major dance production presented by SJSU s
Theatre Arts Department, April 2-4, 8 p.m. in the University
Theatre. Tickets are $1.50, students and $3. general For tickets
and additional information call 277-2777.

Puhhcity Photo

Rain: A Tribute to the Beatles will appear Saturday, April 11 at 8:30 p.m. at the
Smokey Mountain in Campbell.
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NEW 3-WAY
SPEAKER SYSTEM
(Model 985

With Sound Quality So
Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!
Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room
SIN sub ISM ter the saki.
Although these treennervareerebar..
speaker systems are rather large for
ne average room, their ’beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.

This is
magaimiamisx’s
NEWEST ONE!!!

These sperikei systems are ens el kterentes
newest models. (So new own mom stenos
devil oven hove this now eerie. in meek.) The
tine quality makes for great Rtenef19. The
strong durable vinyl veneer protective etteting h.oisc1 against scrsichee and earn
marks.
new model Is SR immobile speeli
er system.
90 POWIERFuL THEY CAN SE UM WITH OM MAJORITY
OF RECEIVERS ON THE MARKET

(Model SR200o)

S YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUOSO FREE

At a price so low,
It will shock you, and
drive other Stereo Dealers Insane!!!

by Cyndee Fontana
Presid,
SJSU
Fullerton has dealt
blow to the idea of ins
surveillance camera:
Executive Vice
Jack Coleman said
Fullerton made tl
March 27 to veto the
after the Academic S
advisory commit
unanimously to pp
stallation of the syste
Fullerton is out
week and was una
comment.
The safety corm
"financial constri
recommending af
systems outlined in
Police Department
study.
Both an eight-h,
which would have coil
first year, and a 24-hi
which would have cc
the first year, exc
funds set aside for tt I
A state grant to irni
on campus provir
toward the purchi
system.
Coleman said
originally earmarked
equipment will be
other equipment for
department.
The bulk of the ir
832,000, will go tower
lighting
around
buildings on eampw
said the university
switch that will turn 1
off automatically.
The rest of the m
toward buying interi,
telephone equipmen

Takes toi

75 WATTS RMS,’

This powerful AM-FM Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts
Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous
power output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than
0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.
But now you can buy
this great Marantz
Receiver, [Brand New
in factory sealed carton),
for only

Go to Any Stereo Store in the City.
and ask If they will sell you this same
receiver (Brand Newt tor less than
the Manufacturer s list price of $325.00

Duel Somas. Coot’s,
AM-iM 5Wow
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[that’s
right, only
one dollar),

when you buy one palr of
the speaker systems shown above,
at the price Advertised above.
Your cost for the Speaker systems
above is $149.00 each, for a total
of $298 for the pair,
plus Si for the Marantz Receiver.
Thus, your complete cost for the
complete 3 piece group
$299
IS only

Centers, Inc.
Stereo Discount
1795W. San Carlos Avenue San Jose
292-3904
EL

Robert Sasser(

Super
by David Saracco
Gays are experien
for the first time, Harry
member of the San Fran
of Supervisors told a groi
SJSU students yesterday
Britt talked about t
plight of gays in the 1980s
series of events for "I.
Gay Awareness Week" a
"Lesbians and gays
the center of the politica
1980s," Britt said. He sai
be a rejuvenation of p

